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Considering that air pollution has always 
been an unavoidable topic in the fashion 
industry, I tried to explore depth in various 
echo friendly materials, such as bamboo, 
cork, etc, make sure they’re recyclable, 
sustainable materials. Then i did  further 
study on traditional weaving skills and 
explore how to create different struc-
tures by them. These skills helped me intro-
duce them in fashion design and make my 
design more diverse. 
At the same time, I 'm also appealed by the 
history of Art Deco,  evolved from  Art 
Nouveau movement at the end of the nine-
teenth century in Europe . Art deco origi-
nated in France, represent revival and 
freedom.The unique and simple geometric 
line segmentation structure in art deco 
architecture greatly inspired me on my 
pattern cutting.

concept statement
concept statement

In the highly industrialized 
fashion industry, the rapid 

development of fast fashion 
will make people gain the 
habit of overbuying, which 
often leads to a lot of 
waste. Also during the    
processing of piled up       

abandoned fabrics, a lot of 
toxic gases, such as CO2, 

SO2,  will be generated, and 
the source of all these 

pollutions comes from fast 
fashion.



textile development
textile development

natural
recycled

sustainable
low cost

...

Cork is the phellem layer of bark 
tissue that is harvested primarily 
from Quercus suber (the cork 
oak). Cork fabric is a unique, 
eco-friendly vegan alternative 
to leather and other commonly 
used fabrics. The modern cutting 
edge production process merge 
the unique beauty and warmth of 
cork into a fully flexible and 
durable material.
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[bamboo]

[recycled leather]
[Reclaimed Wood]



Draping process

Silhouette development
The art deco style originated in France provides 

many references when I try to build silhouette and 
structure of garment . Especially when i look into 
some representative art deco-style buildings and 

artworks, designers use elegant and modern curves 
to build the building structure. I try to extract 

some interesting structures and lines, combine them 
as the beginning of my silhouette development.

The artdeco style originated from the Art Nouveau 
movement at the end of the nineteenth century. Art 
Nouveau contains many beautiful organic lines of 

nature, such as the shape of some plants and 
animals. designers prefer vine plant pattern and 

some oriental cultural patterns, such as Japanese 
Ukiyo-e . These various elements have been 

continuously improved and integrated during the 
development of art deco, making the art deco style 

not only have a distinctive modern sense and 
decorative style, but also contain the shadow of 

many natural and classical arts.
In further development and research, I also included 

bamboo as one of my research object. The 
development of ancient bamboo characters 

including the  transformation of its shape is very 
appealing. 
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